
A GALLANT  EDITOR
The whole of our  Society, wherever  members  may live, is indebted to Mr.
Z. J.  Mugaseth  who has retired from the editorship of our Journal after  devot-
ing two periods of time amounting, in all, to 4} years and covering 20 issues of
“  The Ricardian.”

Those  bare facts conceal a job which would not  have  been  easy to  a thor-
oughly robust  man or woman but which  must  have  been  a great trial for one
who was plagued frequently by poor  health  and who has finally had to relinquish
the  editorship.  Zarosh was, and IS, a  dedicated Ricardian and  brought  his
professional skill and knowledge to our aid in  “  putting to bed ” all those issues
with the minimum of fuss and the  maximum  of goodwill. From June  1969  until
December  1972  he was the  “  glue ”  which held the world-wide  membership
together in print.  Then, after ill-health forced his first retirement from  “the
Chair,” he  returned  at a critical  time  in  September 1973  and edited his last issue
in December  1974, passing the work on in  perfect  order to two other most
dedicated  members  .  . ..  our Research  Officer  and our Librarian, Mr. and Mrs.
Peter Hammond, who are currently and successfully “  holding the fort” until
a new and permanent Editor is appointed.

If  Zarosh  has  a  fault it is in the virtues of his nature—friendliness to all,
tolerance and a disinclination to  turn  down or disappoint contributors, even
when their  offerings  were of a slightly lower standard. Be that as it  may,
he has launched a two-part style of magazine which, in the view of the  Committee,
solves our perennial problem of publishing an  erudite  historical journal which
raises  our  prestige  with scholars and at the same time (in the now separate
Bulletin) keeps members  informed of all the social and  Branch  activities which
exercise  us.‘ Many of us, including I know the Chairman and myself, are
amazed at the profound  scholarship now  finding expression in our Journal, and,
on the other side, the vitality of the  Society “  cells ” in all their manifold
activities is  also  a source of pride. Zarosh  Mugaseth  has  been  the means of
expressing to us all these symptoms of  growth.  He and his wife and son have,
for a  very long time, been  among our  most  keen  and loyal members  and, now
that  the burden of the editorship is off  Z.M.’s  shoulders, perhaps he may be
granted improved health and strength .  . ..  which is our warmest wish.

G.P.B.

(President  and  Friend)

URGENT
EDITOR REQUIRED

If you  feel  able to undertake the technical  side  of editing the Ricardian
in co-operation with an editorial board (who select the material), please
write with details of your qualifications and experience to: The Chairman,
Jeremy Potter, 41 Woodsford Square, London, W14 8DP
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